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Anna Febriana Triastuti (Anna)

2019 – now: AEON Credit Service Indonesia (Multi-finance)

Human Capital Director

2018 – 2018: COURTS Retail Indonesia (Retail Stores with In-House Credit)

Country HR Head, Vice President

2015 – 2017: BAF/Bussan Auto Finance (Multi-finance)

HRM Division Head

2011 – 2015:  Panin Dai-ichi Life (Life Insurance)

Human Capital Development Senior Manager

2007 – 2011: Asuransi Jiwa Manulife Indonesia

o OD Senior Manager

o OD Manager

o Learning Assistant Manager

2003 – 2007: HIGH-DESERT Indonesia

HR Supervisor
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in a Nutshell

38.94
Million People

AEON Financial Service.
Active members

1

2

3

4
300+ 

Companies

Companies
12

Countries

Coverage
Sept’ 1926 

Establishment

In Japan, ÆON Co.,Ltd is the 
largest retail business 

conglomerate

ÆON Co.,Ltd 5
• International
• Service & Specialty Store
• Shopping Center Development
• Financial Service 
• Health & Wellness 
• Supermarket 
• General Merchandise Store
• Pure Holding Company
• Functional company

9 Line of Business
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¥8.6
Trillion

Consolidated Operating 
Revenue

19.3
Thousand Stores

Consolidated 
Subsidiaries and Equity-

method Affiliates

570
Thousand

Number of AEON Group 
Employee

3
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“Pursuing, respecting humanity and contributing to local communities, 
always with the customer’s point of view as its core.”

ÆON Basic Principle

4

The 
Customer

Peace

People Community

The word ÆON has its origins in a Latin root meaning 
“eternity”. The customers beliefs and desire comprise the central 
core of our philosophy. At ÆON, our eternal mission as a 
corporate group is to benefit our customers and our operations 
are thus customer-focused to the highest degree.

AEON Basic Principles are the following :
“Peace” ÆON is a corporate group whose corporations are 

dedicated to pursuit of peace through prosperity
“People” ÆON is a corporate group that respects human 

dignity and values personal relationship
“Community” ÆON is a corporate group rooted in local 

community life and dedicated to making a 
continuing contribution to the community

On the basis of the ÆON Basic Principle, ÆON practices its 
“Customer-First” philosophy with its everlasting innovative spirit  

“ÆON Financial Service is a comprehensive financial 
group with roots in the retail sector, operate in Japan 

& 11 other countries/region in Asia”

June 21th

1981 

Establishment

Japan
China

Hong Kong
Indonesia

India
Myanmar

Laos
Vietnam

Philippines
Cambodia

Banking 
E-money

Call Operation
Credit Card 

Installment Sales Finance 
Insurance Agency

Small Amount Leasing Service

Covers 12 Country Line of
Businesses

ÆON Financial Service Co.,Ltd
In a Nutshell

Available in Indonesia

4
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Covered over 13 cities

500k+

1.5M+

7k+

Total
Member

AEON Fast
Downloader

Total
Stores

ACSI at a Glance

• Jakarta
• Bogor
• Depok
• Tangerang
• Bekasi

• Karawang
• Bandung
• Semarang
• Surabaya
• Sidoarjo

• Malang
• Makassar
• Pekanbaru
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Approval SLA
Provide competitive interest 

rate and 3 years tenor

Competitive Product 
Details

AEON Fast mobile 
application makes 
transaction easier and 
hassle-free

Covered over 12 cities & 4 branches

AEON Fast Features

5
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ÆON Credit Service Indonesia
Journey

2006
-

2009

2010
-

2012

2013
-

2015

2020

Open CC at Store 
ÆON Mall JGC in 2018

ÆON Fast released to public 
in May 2019
Launched 1 hour approval service 
for Credit Card in August 2019

Service coverage was extended 
to Karawang in November 2019

Awarded as a “SANGAT BAGUS” by 
infobank in September 2011

Express Card holder reach 50,000 
in April 2012

• Acquisition of PT GMAC Finance in May 2006
• Establishment of PT ÆON Credit Service Indonesia 

in May 2006
• Becomes the first finance company to join the 

Credit Information Bureau (BIK) in 2006

Merchant network reaches 1,000 stores in Nov’ 2007

Service coverage was extended to Bandung in 
December 2009

Launched Credit Card business in 
August 2013

Awarded by Warta Ekonomi as 
Consumer’s Choice Multifinance in 
2013

Awarded by Bank Indonesia as the 
“company with the best credit 
reporting information system 
second best 2014”

2018
-

2019

Launch AEON 
Platinum Card in 
2020

Open CC at 
Store ÆON Mall 
Sentul in 2020

2021
-

2022

Expanded to Online Market

Expanded Cities Outside Java 
(Makassar; Pekanbaru)

Top 10 Best Workplace 2022 
(Employer of Choice Survey by 
Korn Ferry x SWA Magazine

*ACS Indonesia’s 
Performance 2021 
among the highest in 
Asia Pacific countries. 
* IT function is 
recognized by AFS as 
the most contributive 
in ACSI innovative 
journey.

FY 2023 goal/policies:
• Revolution to BNPL Model
• Expand Productive Loan
• Collateral Loan (2W) &    

e-motorcycle
• Strengthening credit 

assessment with more 
reliable AI  (e-KYC, big 
data, risk-based interest 
standard)

• Add international 
affiliations for CC product, 
extend beyond AEON Mall

• QRIS Network for customer 
ease & lifestyle

• Loyalty program 
• Full force of AEON Group 

synergy, Point Mgt System
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Visi ACSI “Platformer pembiayaan retail nasional yang 
mapan dan terkemuka, menyediakan layanan
pembiayaan all-in-one melalui aplikasi selular yang 
handal dan terpercaya.”

Launch Referral Program (TOP) 
customer & merchant FL

Launch Agent scheme of 
Promoter in April 2019
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Mercer -Global Talent Trend 2022 Study 
Harness Collective Energy - Unlock potential with human-centered 
work environment

• Unlock employee energy by redesigning work, working and the 
workplace. Key to delivering on this ambition is building an HR 
function that is relevant and relatable, and ensuring that 
transformation is centered around employees’ lifestyle 
considerations. 

• The key to unlocking collective energy is to balance productivity 
and empathy. It can be a difficult balance to get right, as there 
are often different groups working on different aspects of 
transformation: An organization may simultaneously be 
addressing work design, workforce planning, skills shortages 
and the employee experience, but as isolated workstreams. The 
cumulative impact can be significant. 

• Employees cite organizational complexity as the number-two 
reason slowing down transformation. While the C-suite 
acknowledges burnout as a blocker, employees cite something 
deeper: a lack of trust in the company’s strategic direction. 

Key to success will be a more human-
centered HR function
96% of companies will redesign their HR 
function in 2022

8
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ACSI Employee Engagement & Enablement Survey (Case Study : ACSI)

*ACSI Employee Engagement Survey 2021 , conducted in February 2022
Disclaimer: partial report displayed for illustration only

How employees perceived the business advancement and transformation in 
relation to other aspect such as clear/promising direction from management 
shows how the business strategy formulation as well as communication to 
employees regarding the ‘what’ and ‘why’ of the goal and initiatives is very 
critical and need to be improved immediately.

Key Opportunities 
(High impact but lowly rated):

9
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Surveys 

10

• Collaboration is listed as one of 5 top skills you need to 
succeed at work (Forbes, 2019)

• About 83% of workers say they depend on technology to 
collaborate effectively. However, 59% of them find it 
quite difficult to use their company’s tools 
(www.alfresco.com)

• Before the Covid-19 pandemic, workers in the U.S spent 
about 43% of their work time collaborating online or in 
person. However, the percentage fell to 27% during the 
pandemic. This shows that employees tend to work 
individually when working from home 
(www.fortune.com – 2021)

• Effective collaborative teamwork is crucial for an 
employee’s wellbeing (www.hbr.org - 2019)

• Organizations that support and encourage a 
collaborative teamwork environment are 5x more likely 
to perform higher. This means that, when employees 
work on tasks together, they are more likely to achieve 
better results and experience less burnout (Forbes, 2017) Source: Frost & Sullivan, 2021

10

http://www.alfresco.com/
http://www.fortune.com/
http://www.hbr.org/
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The Importance to Break Down Silos*
*Silos are psychological and physical barriers that separate 
people, business units or locations and prevent people 
from collaborating with one another.

• Encourages collaboration

• Promote employee morale & satisfaction

• Reduced duplicated works

• Helps create trust across organization 

• Improves knowledge gaining and retention

• Facilitates continues productivities

• Builds a path to sustained growth and profitability

Strong interdepartmental relationships can build 
higher-functioning, more profitable and innovative 
organizations, which benefits everybody!

1111

Why Silos Exist?
• Employees find commonalities with one another
• Professionals want to include some and exclude 

others
• The organizational culture has frequently or 

recently changed

• Lack of awareness of company vision

• Competition between departments

• Physical separation of employees

• Tolerance from management
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Establish 
a vision

Find 
collabor

ative 
leaders

Assess 
your 

current 
process; 
identify 

silo 
barriers

Build 
opportu
nities for 
collabo-
ration

Bring 
your 
team 

together 
(activiti-

es)

Embrace 
differen

ces

Offer 
incentive

and
reward 

team 
work

Create 
feed-
back 

systems

Utilize 
technolo

gy

How to Break Down Silos?
Steps to Break Down Silos

121212
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Features of Collaboration
Collaboration can happen spontaneously, though 
it more often requires nurturing at all levels to 
ensure it is effective across teams.  Be intentional 
to ensure these features are nurtured in fostering 
collaboration within your own team and across 
teams:

13

Transparency

Dissemination of 
knowledge

Trust

Communication

Purposeful tools and 
strategies

13

How to Cross-Silo & Collaborate?
• Promote a shared vision; clearly & 

repeatedly
• Appoint cross-functional liaisons
• Promote collaborative tools
• Encourage cross-functional trainings
• Develop multi-divisional teams for 

critical launches
• Implement team building exercise; 

cross-silos activities
• Track organization progress, be 

more visible, transparent
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Cross-Silo LEADERSHIP
Encourage leadership deliberate efforts in breaking down silos and maintain silo-busting bridges.

Cross-silo leadership is about building shared support, commitment, and interface within a board system; it is about 
enabling collaboration, cross-pollination of ideas, team work, and mutual growth.

Cross-silo culture
is about democratizing excellence and making 
sure everyone is carried along and victory is 
more of a shared commitment. 

This combined productivity—which is the 
hallmark of every cross-silo leadership 
environment—cannot happen if there is no 
deliberate effort from leadership to break 
every silo barrier that may run within the 
organization (Edmondson, et. al., 2019).  

1414

• The mindset shift and cross-silo formation should be a 
top-bottom exercise (behavior modelling: activities, 
values, body language, interaction – will pass down the 
right/wrong message)

• When leaders are actively involved in collaborative 
activities to put every sector of the workplace in sync, it 
becomes easy for team members to follow. 

• Employees get inspired by the leaders:
o Resolving employee issues; solving conflicts among them
o Making the objectives clear in the members' mind; be

more focused and fully motivated to their goals and
objectives.

o Increasing team performance due to collaborative
practice

Leadership/Leaders Role
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A Framework for Designing 
Collaborative Capacity

16

Strategic 
Subsystem

Operational 
Subsystem

Common 
Platform

The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science; Designing the Collaborative Organization: A Framework for How Collaborative

Work, Relationships, and Behaviors Generate Collaborative Capacity (Barker Scott & Manning, 2022) 1616
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The Design of Collaborative 
Relationships

17
The Journal of Applied Behavioral Science; Designing the Collaborative Organization: A Framework for How Collaborative

Work, Relationships, and Behaviors Generate Collaborative Capacity (Barker Scott & Manning, 2022)
17
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More Practical Tips  & Programs
Many more of practices…

Communicate as a team

• Gather the teams (5 mins-talk, morning briefing)

• Recognizing employees for their hard work; sharing 

names and pictures of employees

• Attending assembly meetings (town hall, the plaza)

• Embrace differences; but using the same language

• Shared references, use common terminologies 

(internal encyclopedia, sharing folders)

• Quick remediate of cross-team conflicts (‘3C’ 

meeting)

Provide supporting systems

• Utilize technology (workflows, Biz Intelligence, tools)

• Create feedback systems (pulse survey, ‘meet the 
CEO’)

• Offer incentives and reward teamwork

• Create a recognition program; celebrate 
accomplishments

• Shadow or cross-train the team; cross-coaching

• Departments showcases – career fair

• Provide opportunities to support CSR or other 
corporate projects

1818
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Key Take-aways

• Listen to your internal company - employees voice 
first to identify key opportunities in equipping 
business transformation.

• Be intentional to ensure these features are 
nurtured in fostering collaboration within your 
own team and across teams: transparency, 
dissemination of knowledge, trust, communication 
and purposeful tools and strategies.

• To harness collective energy generated by 
collaborative capacity, there 3 dimensions to  
(re)design: work, relationship and behavior;  at 3 
different levels of intervention:  strategic and 
operational subsystem, and common platform.
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Thank You
Anna Febriana

0813 103 55 168

afebriana_tri@yahoo.com

Anna Febriana Triastuti

2020


